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RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN AIRFLOW PROPERTIES AND
FEATHER MOTION ON A PEREGRINE FALCON WING
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Mario Martinez Groves-Raines, Supervisor: Dr Shane Windsor

Abstract

Birds have remarkable agility and robustness in flight, able to cope with turbulent and gusty
airflow. It is thought that these animals use vibratory information fed through their feathers to
sense their interaction with the airflow. This study explored the relationships between feather
responses and airflow characteristics, concluding that there is strong correlation between
certain flow characteristics and the fluttering of the feathered wing.

Background

Results & Findings

Evidence has shown that mechanoreceptors on bird
wings are sensitive to stimuli on their feathers [1].
Similar sensorimotor loops have also been observed
on other animals such
as bats and
insects [2].
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However, little is known
about how feather
responses relate to the
characteristics of the
airflow.

Results obtained during the testing were
processed as wing response mappings, frequency
responses (FRFs) and resonance spectrums, to
show that:
• Feather structures successfully transmit
vibrations along their span.
• Feather responses are
Shaker
strongly related to airflow
characteristics, particularly
at the tip and trailing edge
regions of the wing.
• Feather fluttering is a good
indicator of separated
flows.
• Airflow velocity is related to
feather responses.
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Methods
Experiments were designed to test the structural
properties of feathers and their interaction with
the airflow, using laser vibrometer recordings for a
feather layout representing a steady shallow glide.

Wind tunnel

Shaker and AVL
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Conclusions
The evidence presented in this study suggests that
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
there is a link between the motion of feathers and
the behaviour of the surrounding airflow. It is
believed that this mechanosensing pathway is
responsible for the agility and endurance
characteristic of birds’ flight. This work introduces a
new bio-inspired technology with future
applications on small UAVs, with the aim to
improve their flight performance.
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NOVEL COMPLIANT FAIRING FOR THE HINGE
OF A FOLDING WING
Student : Nuhaadh Mahid, Supervisor : Dr Benjamin Woods
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A compliant morphing fairing is presented for the Semi-Aeroelastic Hinged (SAH) wingtip concept. A
hinged rib design with a morphcore supporting the skin is used to provide a smooth aerodynamic
surface while minimising the added stiffness and mass. Design trends and sensitivities of the
objectives to different design variables are presented in this research.

Skin Structure

Core Structure

• Rigid beam with a free hinge (in red) connecting • Skin consists of the morphcore with an
elastomeric layer covering the outer surface
outboard and inboard sections of the wing. Ribs
bonded to the edges of both chevrons and ribs.
attached to rigid beam via hinge (in blue)
• Strain redistribution on the skin achieved
through rib rotation (angles 𝜃1 and 𝜃2 in Fig. 2)

• Skin modelled as springs in the 2D model, its
stiffness expressed as a function of chevron
dimensions (Fig. 2 & 4)
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Fig. 1 : Core Design

Fig. 2 : 2D slice for analysis

Fig. 3 : Morphcore Design

Stiffness & Deformation Model

Optimisation

• Expressions for equivalent moduli of morphcore
in x-axis, 𝐸𝑥 and bending around y-axis, 𝐸𝑏𝑦 are
derived. Principle of minimum energy used to
find equilibrium angles 𝜇, 𝜃1 and 𝜃2

• Multi-objective genetic algorithm used to
minimise actuation energy and mass, using the
design variables; L, t r , b, θc and rib bay lengths

• Morphcore stiffness is a strong function of θc .
Lower the θc , higher is the ratio of bending to
axial deformation of chevron wall contributing to
x-axis deformation of morphcore. In chevron
wall, bending stiffness is much lower than axial
ation is subject to change, you are advised to check the University’s website for the latest updates
stiffness (Fig. 4)

• Strong competition between objectives in Pareto
front (Fig. 5), point 15: best for minimal mass,
point 12: best for minimal stiffness
• Results are very sensitive to 𝐿, 𝑡𝑐 and 𝜃𝑐 .
High θc → Min mass, Low θc → Min stiffness,
these trends and
more seen in Fig. 6.
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
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Fig. 4 : Spring Stiffness

Fig. 5 : Pareto Front
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Fig. 6 : Sensitivity
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GSA-SOM: A METAHEURISTIC OPTIMISATION ALGORITHM GUIDED BY
MACHINE LEARNING AND APPLICATION TO AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

Alejandro González Pérez, Prof. Christian B. Allen
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GSA-SOM is a novel global optimisation algorithm using machine learning in the form of
a Self-Organising Map (SOM) to extract topological information from the optimisation
design space to guide the agents of a Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA). The
optimiser is presented here and tested first against a set of unconstrained analytical
benchmark functions and then against a series of constrained transonic aerodynamic
shape optimisation problems, confirming its robustness and higher performance.

Gradient-based or agent-based optimisation?
• Gradient-based converges faster thanks to
design space information from local gradient

• Agent-based searches design space stochastically
based on natural behaviour (e.g. gravitational attraction)

• But only guaranteed to find local minimum - not
ideal for multimodal functions, e.g. Rastrigin!

• Slower but more prone to find global minimum. Can be
too expensive for computational budget!

Can we accelerate global search using design space info?
Yes, using Machine Learning – Self Organising Maps (SOMs)
• SOM trained using best agent positions
• Maps best regions of search space & guides agents to them
• Reduces dimensionality & improves convergence

How does GSA-SOM work?
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• SOM consists of connected neurons, each with a
nodal weight
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• Search agents & nodal weights are masses attracting
each other through gravity (GSA algorithm)
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How many training points?

Does GSA-SOM work?

• If design space trend is
roughly convex, only
20 (e.g. Griewank)
• But if modality is more
significant than trend,
more points needed
(e.g. 2000 for Rastrigin)

M4

M4

F14

• Tested against 14 functions
• Better than GSA & Particle
Swarm: lower minimum found
for 90%+ test functions
Rastrigin Function

• More robust: lower std.
deviation of solutions

Griewank Function

Tested on aerodynamic optimisation problems
• GSA-SOM used for 5 lift-constrained, drag
minimisation cases: 4 inviscid cases & 1 viscous case

SVD def.
RBF interp.

• Aerofoils parameterised using Singular Value
Decomposition (SVD) of training library
100

• 20 training points give best results for viscous case
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• 2000 training points best for inviscid optimisation

1

0.05

z/c

• Better than GSA: lower minimum found in all cases

CD (% original)

• Only 10% of GSA iterations required for similar results

80

Inviscid Drag Minimisation (Case 3)
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• Mesh deformed using RBF interpolation

Inviscid Drag Minimisation (Case 3)
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A study on the use of digital tools for the manufacturing
of deployable composite structures
Author - Lorenzo Bichisao

Supervisor - Carwyn Ward
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This study explored the suitability of off-the-shelf digital tools to
improve the manufacturing quality and robustness of a bistable
composite deployable boom used in the space industry. Following
a down-selection process, the Microsoft Hololens© (Figure 1), an
augmented reality headset, was chosen as the digital tool
platform. Research advanced through parallel development
©
streams of a Hololens
application and a digitally supportive
composites manufacturing tool. The final package enabled an
application capable of tracking the tool and that displays adaptive
holographic instructions during layup.

Tool

Aerospace Engineering
The tool was designed
to be reliably tracked
by the Hololens© ,
following the device’s
documentation.
Iterating through tool
designs (Figure 2),
allowed this process to
converge to the final
tool solution.

Development Technique
Figure 2

Figure 4
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The final tool featured
a set of coloured stars
and an easily
distinguishable
geometry (Figure 3).
By using as many tools
as necessary, booms of
any given length can
be
manufactures
with
ation is subject to change, you are advised to check the
University’s
website for the latest updates
this approach.
Figure 3

Figure 1

©
Microsoft Hololens

Application
The Hololens© ’
capabilities were
explored while
developing the
application. By using
Unity 3D and Vuforia,
it was possible to
display a holographic
grid onto the tool
(Figure 4).

The final application
displayed a grid onto a
curved surface (Figure 5).
This allowed to minimise
the differences with the
original manufacturing
process, allowing to
confidently attribute
improvements inbristol.ac.uk/aerospace
the final
product to the Hololens© .
Figure 5

Results: It was found that the application performs best under high light intensity levels,
around 300/400 lumens/m². Progress in the application development and the assessment
of its performance showed that its implementation in the manufacturing process could
lead to a more reliably stable product and to a reduction in manufacturing time, but a
lab-based experiment will be necessary to validate this hypothesis.
Future Work: Future work will include the lab-based manufacture of the boom using the
developed application. The impacts of the Hololens on the boom’s properties will be
Information is subject to change, you are advised to check the University’s website for the latest updates
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
assessed through a a structural analysis of the resulting product.

REACTION ENGINES

By Charlie Poppy
Supervised by
Dr Tom Richardson

LAUNCH ABORT PROCEDURES FOR THE SKYLON SPACECRAFT
All space-bound vehicles require the capability to abort takeoff, ensuring operational safety and vehicle recovery.
By observing NASA’s design approach to Space Shuttle aborts, the Skylon’s abort procedures can be derived.
Assuming the worst case scenario (a multi-engine failure at any point in ascent) the vehicle’s capabilities can be assessed.

HOW DOES THE SHUTTLE ABORT?
4 Abort Modes
Dependant on
System Energy
Available
1. Return To Launch Site (RTLS)
2. Transoceanic Abort Landing (TAL)
3. Abort Once Around (AOA)
4. Abort To Orbit (ATO)

NASA broke reentry into 5 phases, focusing on one
critical parameter in each.
This approach was adopted for Skylon.
Altitude, Energy, and Mach become limiting factors.

Skylon takes off as a conventional aircraft before
rocket powered flight.
Upon reentry, Skylon glides to a runway, akin
to the Space Shuttle.

HOW TO MODEL THE SKYLON'S ABORT?

1 Turn-Back Manoeuvre 2 Nominal Ascent Trajectory and

3 Unrestricted Climb Allows

Velocity Conversion to Altitude

System Energy

Allows stricken vehicle to
return to launch site.
Analytical Criteria allowed
the window of capability to
be found.

5

Altitude and range seldom met
criteria later in ascent. However,
system energy conversion could
satisfy criteria.

Apogee at which remaining kinetic energy
equals required glide velocity found along
ascent.
The payload’s 2.25 g-limit allows the
additional downrange distance to be found.

First Order Equations of Motion Trajectory Model Validated Analytical Equations

OPTIMAL SKYLON ABORT PROCEDURE

1 Turn-back After Unrestricted Climb

Allows recovery up to 100 km downrange

Recommended Future Work

2

4

Predict Performance at
Supersonic Glide Velocities

High altitude requires supersonic glide
speeds.
Combining Skylon wind tunnel data with
an analytical model of the Shuttle’s
supersonic performance allowed
enhanced prediction of aerodynamic
efficiency.

However, compressibility limits this once glide
velocity surpasses critical Mach number

3

Trajectory model concurred with
analytical prediction showing
57 km downrange to be final point

Maximum glide ranges from beyond turnback
capability found
Improvement over ballistic trajectories of 48%

1.Worst case unrestricted climb model used,
refinement would increase capability.
2. Incorporating wind velocities would allow
capability to be increased or decreased.
3. Research available procedures into rocket phase.

Regardless of turnback capability, Unrestricted climb
improves range by up to 69%

Skylon Recommended Abort Procedures
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HIERARCHICAL APPROACH TO PATH PLANNING FOR
SEARCH AND RESCUE MISSIONS USING UAVS
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Steffan Evans, Dr Steve Bullock

UAVs have the potential to transform the way Search and Rescue (SAR) missions are
carried out, providing a flexible aerial support in a wide range of missions. This work
presents a hierarchical approach to path planning for a UAV in which areas are assigned
a priority level that depreciates with time. This provides an incentive for the UAV to visit
these regions first whilst also exploiting areas that are en-route.
Path Planning on Fine Grid

Probability Map Generation
9

9
10

6
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Distributions were then discretised and rewards
assigned for each cell.

•

All paths around the grid were identified and the
lowest cost routes were determined using the
objective function.
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Low cost paths are then used to determine
waypoints that the fine paths must pass through.
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•

Hierarchical and greedy paths performed
better than the lawnmower on every
probability distributions.

40

0

0

Paths developed using this framework
were tested against commonly used SAR
methods including a lawnmower search
and a greedy search, by generating target
nodes and recording the number of steps
required to reach the targets.

60
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Simulation

𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = (𝐶𝑗 − 𝐶𝑗 𝑒 −𝐴𝑡𝑗 )
Lowest
Cost Path
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9

Waypoints used to plan paths on the fine
grid, before evaluating the objective
function to identify the lowest cost path.

•
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Hierarchical paths performed similarly to
the greedy approach, and on the SAR
distribution developed paths that were on
average 16.5% shorter.

2
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MINIATURISATION OF A COMPACT IONISATION
CHAMBER FOR AIRBORNE MEASUREMENTS
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Kieran Meaton, Karen Aplin BSc. Hons, PhD, FInstP

A relationship between ion production rate and weather phenomena is yet to be found through
research. A compact ion detector has been constructed which can measure currents generated by ions
to the magnitude to 10 femtoampéres. The device is compact and lightweight for airborne testing on
UAVs and weather balloons.
Testing has proven the concept of the ionisation chamber, where the saturation current at surface
level has been found to be 58fA. The predicted mass of the final system is 347g and is operated by a
9V Alkaline battery, giving the device an estimated running time of 6.56 hours. The system can be
further optimised to reduce mass and to reduce leakage currents and unwanted generated currents.
Ion Chamber
The ion chamber is
constructed using a
Lyle’sTM treacle tin and a
copper rod insulated
from the tin by Teflon.

Arduino

Ion Detector System Assembly
The 5V output from an
is used to power an
which produces a pulsing DC. This triggers a mosfet switch, allowing
to boost 9V to 280V. This voltage is applied across the electrodes of the
, creating an electrostatic field. Ions within the vicinity will cause pulses of
current, where an
will output a voltage proportional to the
input current. This voltage is
further and is then measured using the
.
The ion production rate is calculated and stored onto an
for analysis.

Cockroft-Walton

Mass and Power Budget

Multiplier

The average weather balloon mission duration is 3
hours. One 9V Alkaline battery is therefore sufficient.

This is a simulation showing the
incremental increase in voltage
through the cascading ladder
network of diodes and capacitors.

Component

I
[mA]

Measured/
Estimated

555 Timer &
feedback
regulator

5.90

Estimated

Arduino

55.00

Measured

Cockroft-Walton
Multiplier

0.06

Estimated

Battery Life [hours]

Itotal
[mA]

9V

9xAA
Series

60.69

6.56

18.04

Information is subject to change, you are advised to check
the University’s website
latest updates 0.015
Picoammeter
0.015for the
Measured

Experimental Results
500V was applied across the
electrodes of the ionisation
chamber and current was
recorded using the system
assembly. By progressively
reducing leakage, the final
measured current was
reduced by a magnitude of
100.

2x1.5V
Series

bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
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A NOVEL NATURE-INSPIRED METHOD OF GEOMETRY
PARAMETERISATION FOR AERODYNAMIC OPTIMISATION
Max Wood - Professor Christian Allen

This new method is designed to provide a simpler design space than topology parameterisation, to
minimise the possibility of local optima with aerodynamic objectives, but provide more geometric
flexibility than existing geometry parameterisation methods. The method models a loop of ‘string’
under the influence of a gravity-like field, where the parameterised shape is the string configuration of
minimum energy. This configuration is located using an optimisation scheme, that only permits locally
normal string movement, to allow useful non physical solutions with sharp corners to arise. The
resulting shape is influenced by parameters controlling the geometry of this field. Consequently, the
method can define smooth curves, strait lines and sharp corners, all without piecewise functions.
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String Properties

Gravitational Forcing Function

𝐾𝑠 = Stiffness, higher values tend to more strait
edged shapes

• RBFs based at ‘control masses’, with a support
𝑖
radius of 𝐺𝑟𝑖 and central value or ‘strength’ of 𝐺𝑚

𝑑𝑆0 = Slack Length, smaller values result in a
shorter final length and more dominance of
elastic forces

𝑖
• Negative 𝐺𝑚
= Attractive → possible discontinuity

Aerospace Engineering

𝑖
• Positive 𝐺𝑚
= Repulsive

Locating the Minimum Energy
Configuration
• A Newton based optimisation algorithm has
been developed, only allowing string movement
locally normal (𝑵) to its current location
∂Π
∂δ(θ)
ϵs
Δ 𝐍
δk+1 x, y = δk x, y −
Δ=
max Δ Δ
∂2 Π
2
∂δ
θ
• An automatically adjusting step size
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Geometric Flexibility

ensures numerical stability for all
𝑖
reasonable values of (𝐺𝑚
, 𝐺𝑟𝑖 )

Inverse Design – NACA 0018

ation is subject to change, you are advised to check the University’s website for the latest updates

𝑖 , 𝐺 𝑖 , x , y), with an RMS
• 16 Design Variables 4*(𝐺𝑚
𝑟
error of 7.7444 × 10−4 , calculated with string normal
distances between the shapes

bristol.ac.uk/aerospace

• Sharp discontinuities as presented here, are often not
possible with previous constructive methods, and
must exist initially with deformative methods

• With only 16 design variables the method shows an
• This is a manually created fit, automated inverse
ability to produce a significant selection of possible
design proves difficult due to issues with defining a
Information is subject to change, you are advised to check the University’s website for the latest updates
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
shapes, with few constraints
on their configuration
smooth objective with a unique optimum
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DESIGN & TESTING OF A 2.5% SCALED SKYLON MODEL
Overview

Veronica Stockman, Dr Tom Richardson
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The innovative Skylon spaceplane [1] lies in the
theoretical stage of design with a desire to be further
understood. A 2.0m scaled model was produced from
polyurethane foam and balsa wood, intended to endure
wind tunnel testing and ultimately free flight. Focusing
pre-flight efforts on understanding the unique static
responses and mission requirements via a surrogate
vehicle, the key findings are summarised below.
Construction of Skylon Model

[2] & [3]
Nacelle inner
and outer
mould used
Aerospace Engineering
for
polyurethane
casting
respectively.

[1] Vision of The Skylon*1

[5] Wing
support ribs
casted inside
foam- laser
cut plywood.

[6] Balsa
wood canard
designed.
[4] Completed Skylon Wind Tunnel Model

Surrogate Skylon Flight
[7]

Wind Tunnel Testing

(z)

(y)
[8] The Skylon Model
was pitched against the
oncoming wind at
10m/s and 13m/s. The
(x)
lift (-Fy) was used to
[9] Completed
estimate a maximum
Wind Tunnel Model
vehicle speed of 34m/s
(with axes)
Whilst the model behaved normally in whole aircraft movement;
individual control surfaces (ailerons) behaved in an exceptional manner.
After recognising large starboard yawing moments were induced with
left rolling moments from aileron deflection, the rudder was used to
reduce the yawing moment (Mz) to zero. The unique properties were
hypothesised to be due to flow interference from upstream.

Project Poster
- Throttle cut @ 176s
- Altitude loss =150m
- Increase in airspeed to 37.7m/s
- Pitch angle varies ~140deg in 7
seconds

ation is subject to change, you are advised to check the University’s website for the latest updates

- Acceleration ~4g loading

- Successful mission control and
useful comparative data

Mz=0 @
41.5%

[10] & [11]
Average
Moments for
Varying
Mz=0 @
Rudder: Aileron
39.5%
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
Deflections at
Full Left and
Right Aileron
Respectively

Summary
• The Surrogate Skylon dives [7] were consistent and successful, as well as sufficient pitching moment
being provided to pull out of the dive.
• The construction of the Skylon Model withstands up to 20g total wing loading and has final mass=2.0kg.
• Testing highlighted unusual roll-yaw coupling with aileron deflection; further experiments prove that pure
roll is attainable with 40.5% rudder deflection. (Further flow-vis testing required to prove hypothesis.)
• Unpowered, free flight of the Skylon was planned to take place (postponed due to COVID-19), the
penultimate
stage
testing
to powered
Information
is subject to change,
you areof
advised
to checkprior
the University’s
website for flight.
the latest updates
bristol.ac.uk/aerospace
*1:SoraTemplates, “Skylon Spaceplane: United Kingdom's Reusable Rocket,” 11 03 2020. [Online]. Available: https://viralzone24.blogspot.com/2019/09/skylon-spaceplane-united-kingdoms.html.

